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Customized and personal classes



LIVE  Classes

The DELE certification are valid for lifetime. They can be used as a Spanish language 
proficiency document for applying for studies or jobs in Spain and other European 
countries. 


Course details  - Certification exam details

The Spanish diplomas are further divided as :


● DELE - This covers certification for Level A1(Breakthrough)


A2(Waystage), B1(Threshold), B2(Vantage)


C1(Effective Operational Proficiency) and C2(Mastery)


The minimum age to appear for DELE is 16 years.



● There are also DELE exams for young learners or schoolchildren

(aimed at students from 11 to 17 years old). There are only two levels, 
namely A1 and A2/B1.
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What do you get?

Base Price

Flexible timing at 
your convenience

Practice test and weekly 
progress reports

Online access 

to notes

Course modules and 
to do assignments

Customized 
course design

Course completion 
certificate 

8AM - 10PM 

Support

Revision

classes

Looking for more 
Check Next Page

Discount ? 


₹ 12,999 
Each class is of 30 min
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Level

A1 60 Classes ₹ 20,799

₹ 38,999

₹ 61,999

No of Classes
( 30 min each) MRP Price

A1+A2 120 Classes

A1+A2+B1 210 Classes

₹ 86,999

₹ 1,17,999

₹ 1,48,499

A1+A2+B1+B2

A1+A2+B1+B2
+C1

300 Classes

420 Classes

A1+A2+B1+B2
+C1+C2

540 Classes

FAQ

Can I choose the time of my choice ?

Do I Get a Course completion certificate?


Yes, you can pick up any 30 minutes  in a day which is the most feasible for you at any 
time between 6 AM to 10 PM.

Yes, you would be given a course completion certificate post completion of the level 
with a bare minimum attendance.

Will i get the class recording ?

Can i reschedule the session ?

All Class recordings are available on Multibhashi web app

You can use the skip feature in the web app and also refer to T&C for guidelines.

Does the syllabus helps to prepare for the certification exam ?

Yes, the curriculum is inclined toward helping students prepare for the certification 
exam.

Can I choose the time of my choice ?

Do I Get a Course completion certificate?


Yes, you can pick up any 30 minutes  in a day which is the most feasible for you at any 
time between 6 AM to 10 PM.

Yes, you would be given a course completion certificate post completion of the level 
with a bare minimum attendance.

Will i get the class recording ?

Can i reschedule the session ?

All Class recordings are available on Multibhashi web app

You can use the skip feature in the web app and also refer to T&C for guidelines.

Does the syllabus helps to prepare for the certification exam ?

Yes, the curriculum is inclined toward helping students prepare for the certification 
exam.

Book upfront to avail amazing discounts
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What is the proficiency I can 
expect at each of these levels ?

What is the proficiency I can 
expect at each of these levels ?

Levels

A1

A2

B1

C1

● Can introduce themselves and talk about personal details

Are familiar with everyday expressions and very basic phrases 

● Can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to 
areas of relevance



● Can talk about daily routine tasks 



● Can talk about their background, immediate environment and matters in 
areas of immediate need

● Can interact about topics of personal interest.



● Are able to describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes and 
ambitions and briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions and plans



● Can interact about matters regularly encountered in work, school, leisure.



● Can describe situations likely to arise while travelling in an area where the 
language is spoken.

.

Skills

● Can understand a wide range of clauses and recognize exact meaning.



● Can express ideas fluently and spontaneously for social, academic and 
professional purposes.



● Can produce well-structured write up on complex subjects"

C2 ● Can read/listen and understand virtually everything.



● Can summarize information   and prepare coherent presentations.



● Can express themselves spontaneously, very fluently  even in the most 
complex situations"ubjects"
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Terms and conditions

● On enrollment, the trainee will be asked to give 3 preferred time slots and 
we will assign a trainer based on them. Though we would try our best to 
assign a trainer at the most preferred time, in certain cases trainer might 
be assigned on 2nd or 3rd most preferred time as well.



● The allocation of the trainers would be done by the company based on 
the availability and qualification of the trainer. While the trainee can give 
his/her preference, the company does not assure that the same trainer will 
be assigned for the classes. 



● In case a trainee takes a demo and then books a session within 24 hours, 
the same trainer will be assigned only if the sessions are taken at the same 
time as the demo. Else trainer will be assigned subject to availability. 



● If the trainee changes the session time selected at the time of booking 
then the company will try its best to accommodate however the company 
is not under any obligation to do so.



● The sessions will be conducted through the Multibhashi web application. 
The trainee can see and log in to the sessions using this platform. Any 
requests for conducting sessions on alternate platforms will not be 
entertained. 



● If a trainee is not able to attend a session on a particular day and wants to 
reschedule the same should be informed at least 12 hours prior to the 
scheduled session time to avoid any lapse of sessions.



● The trainee can only reschedule up to 10% of the total classes booked. 
Any further rescheduled classes will be considered lapsed and the 
company is not under an obligation to provide any replacement classes or 
refund for these. 



● In case the trainee wants to put sessions on hold the same should be 
communicated via email. Also, a mail asking for resumption should be 
shared atleast 24 hours prior to the date when the trainee is ready to 
resume. At the time of resumption, the trainer will be assigned based on 
the preferred time, frequency, and availability. 



● In case a trainee misses a session it will be rescheduled to the next 
available date as per the frequency shared by the trainee. However, if the 
trainee misses 3 or more sessions in continuation without prior notice we 
are entitled to put the sessions on hold. Trainees can resume the sessions 
one he/she is available by sending us an email.  We will not be able to 
commit to the same trainer or timeslot and frequency.
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Terms and conditions

● If a trainee does not join the class within 10 mins of the scheduled start 
time, then that class will be considered as rescheduled. 



● If a trainee joins the class late then the class will end at the scheduled 
time and the company is not under an obligation to compensate for the 
lost time.



● If a trainer does not join the class within 5 mins of scheduled start time, 
then the trainee has a right to refuse to attend the class and ask for a 
replacement class.



● If a trainer joins the class late and the trainee continues with the class 
then the trainer will either extend the class timing for the same class or will 
devote extra time in subsequent classes.



● Any delay due to technical issues from the company's end, the trainer will 
either extend the class timings for the same class or will devote extra time 
in subsequent classes. If the technical issues last more than 10 mins the 
class will be cancelled and the company will provide a replacement class 
for the trainee. 



● The company will try its best to give class reminders through different 
channels however the company is not under an obligation to do so. The 
responsibility of joining the classes on time lies with the trainee 
himself/herself. 



● Once the journey plan is uploaded on the docsend link the trainee can 
review it, in case any changes are required trainee needs to inform within 
24-48 hrs of receiving it on email/whatsapp.



● If a trainee wants to include any particular topic during his/her journey, it 
will be added and taught after 48 hrs.



● Journey shared is for reference. The number of topics covered will be 
subject to the speed and understanding of the trainee



● The study material provided by the company is online and cannot be 
downloaded or printed. However, on request, we can recommend third 
party books and other practice materials that can be bought online. The 
access to the material is valid till 3 months from the completion of the 
course.
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Terms and conditions

 Refund policies

● The lesson plans are provided from English to the chosen language. The 
company will try to accommodate but will not be liable to provide lesson 
plans with preferred of the language of instruction. 



● The lesson plans provided serve as reference study material. Additional 
examples and practice based on trainee’s profile will be given by the 
trainer during the session.



● In case a trainee is not able to continue with the sessions due to personal 
reasons he/she can gift/transfer the remaining sessions to a family/friend



● The company will try its best to provide class recordings however if the 
recordings are not available due to technical reasons the company is under 
no obligation to provide replacement classes or refund for those classes.

● Trainee asks for a change of trainer on unreasonable parameters like 
gender, age, physical appearance etc



● Once the journey plan is approved, a refund will not be processed in case 
the trainee states that he is now unhappy with the journey. However, the 
trainee can give inputs on what he wishes to learn and the company will 
try its best to accommodate.



● If the trainee insists on continuing with the same trainer at the same 
time after coming back from a break and the trainer is not available at the 
trainee’s preferred time. 



● In case the trainee requests for specific changes in lesson plans like 
adding examples relevant to his/her profile/background, specific practice 
questions, the medium of instruction etc. 



● If the recordings are not available due to technical reasons

Refunds cannot be processed in the below scenarios
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Learn Indian Languages

Learn International Languages 
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Couses for Kids

Art & Craft 
Calligraphy, Origami, Sketching, Painting, Bread Craft, etc

Music 
Keyboard, Guitar, Hindustani Vocal music, etc

Dance  
Kathak, Bharatnatyam, Western freestyle, Ballet, etc

Yoga  for Kids
Yoga & Cardio 

Reader’s Club

Rubik's cube

Cooking without fire

ZumbaCardio

Vedic Maths

Moral story telling 

Quiz for Kids

Adults 

Yoga



Refer Your Friends & 
Earn Real Money
Get your unique link and share it with your 
friends. You will get a Referral bonus for 
each successful conversion.

https://refer-multibhashi.web.app

Start Referring Now

Multibhashi support email:               

support@multibhashi.freshdesk.com

Reach out to below numbers for any assistance related to course

Dedicated WhatsApp support:

+91 86183 82334

Multibhashi Customer support:

+918061915359 ( Available on webapp )

LIVE  Classes


